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PREFACE 

. . . 
This project was authorized b~ the President, Mississippi River Com-

mission, during the summer of 1946~ The authorization was cited in the 

government contract between Dr. R. N. Fisk, consultant, and the Mississippi 

River Commission. · 

Much of the ftata utilized in this study was obtained from the Memphis 

District Office, over a period of years. These data include hydrographic 

survey sheets; levee, revetment, channel stabilization and other.borings 

made during the past several years; channel stabilization plan sheets; 

~!omphis District revetment and dike sheets; and project and index maps of 

the Memphis District. Miscellaneous maps, quadrangles, aerial photographs, 

. and. early stream channel maps. were obtained. from the Mississippi River 

Commission. Additional data were obtained from field inspection trips 

and from discussions with.personnel of the Memphis District. 

Preliminary work on this study was accomplished by members of tbe 

geological staff of the Waterways Experiment Station under the.supervision 

of Dr. R. N. Fisk, consultant. Final msembly of data and writing of tbe 

report were accomplished by P. R. Mabrey, W. B. Steinriede, Jr., and A. 

Osanik under the sup~rvision of w. J. Turnbull. 
• 
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GEOLOGICAL INVESI'IGATION OF. MISSISSIPPI RIVER ACTIVITY 

MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE, TO MOUTH OF ARKANSAS RIVER 

.. 
. ~··, .. 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

1. This report Fresents the initial results of a study of past 

Mississippi River activity and prediction of its future behavior between 

Cairo, Illinois, and the Gulf of Mexico. The specific purposes of the 

. study are to determine the detailed history of.the Mississippi River 

during the past two hlmdred years from plotted positions of all important 

historic bankline surveys; to determine the nature and distribution of 

.the various tYJ>eS of bed and bank materials of the Mississippi River and 

the effects of these materials on river activity; to determine and out-

line areas which will experience excessive bank caving within the next 

few years; and to attompt the prediction of future banklino positions of 

the river. 
I 

2. This report is concerned with the segment of the Mississippi 

River from Memphis, Tennessee, to the mouth of the Arkansas River. It 

has been prepared for the purpose of presenting the results of the study 

thus far accomplished in order that it may be determined whether such 

investigations should be continued to include the remainder of the river. 
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PART II: GENERAL GEOLOGY 

~· ~. 

3. The area under consideration in this report is a portion of the 

alluvial valley of the Lower Mississippi River. A brief summation of its 

general geology is presented in the following paragraphs. Much of the 

data l.as derived from previous geological investigations of the valley.* · 

PhysioSrapl1y ·. 

4. Several distinct pbysiographic divisions of the ~fissiesippi 

Alluvial Valley are crossed by the Mississippi River in that portion of 

its course between Memphis, Tennessee, and Rosedale, Mississippi. The 

segment of the river from Memphis to Helena, Arkansas, flows southwest

ward paralleling the st. Francis.Basin which forms the southern portion 

of the Eastern Lowlands (see plate 1). These lowlands, which form one 

of the major pbysiographic divisions of the alluvial valley, are outlined 

on the east by the valley walls and on the west by Crowleye Ridge, From 

Helena to Rosedale the Mississippi River continues southwestward, ·flowing 

across the widest portion of the alluvial plain. Here, the pr&sent meander 

belt of the Mississippi River forms a boundary between the extensive Yazoo 

Basin to the east and the lowlands of the White and Arkansas Rivers to 

the west. Within the distance of approximately 200 river miles from 

Memphis to Rosedale, the river has constructed its meander belt across 

several older physiograph1c uni ts. Within the St. Francis Basin is the 

* For additional details on the ~ology of the Lower Mississippi River 
see the published report by H. N. Fisk, entitled "Geological Investiga
tion of the Alluvial Valley of tile Lower Mississippi River," Mississippi 
River Commission, 1944. 
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st. Francis segment of an ancient course of the M1ssis_sippi River which 

roughl.Y par~liels the eastern.side of Crowleys"Ridge and ie tri,uicated by . ., . . ... .. ....... -· ~-~ ... ".'. ... ... 

the present meander belt of the river n~ar-~elena, Arkansas. North of 

Helena a broad flood basin separates this 'ancient meander belt from the 
. . 

present. The Yazoo· Basin,· bordering the present river's meander belt 
.. 

... 

from Memphis to Rosedale, is divided into smaller basins by two low mean

der belt ridges. These ridge~ are, from east to west, the abandoned 

Yazoo meander belt of.the Mississippi -~d Ohio Rivera,:. a 'complex group 

of minor ridges and basins, and the abandoned Sunflower meander belt of 

the Mississippi River. To the west of tho Mississippi River, between 

Helena and Grand Prairie Ridge, is the southern extremity ~f the Western 

Lowlands. The northern part of this area is a surfa.ce formed by ancient 

braided channels of the Mississippi River. · Separating this old braided 

surface from Grand Prairie Ridge is the f·loodplain of the White River. 

The Arkansas Lowland, which separates Grand Prairie Ridge from the up

lands to the southwest, forms the boundary between the southern extremity 

of the area under investigation and the Boeuf Basin. 

. . , . 

Stratigraphy. 

Tertiary system 

5. The stratigraphic section of the Tertiary system (see table 1) 

between Memphis, Tennessee, and Rosedale, MI:ssissippi, ie restricte~ to 

the Eocene series. The Wilcox, Claiborne and Jackson.groups comprise the 

Eocene in this general region and compose the bedrock underlying the allu- · 

vial deposits. The Claibor.ne is the predominant bedrock formation, under-

lying approximately two-thirds of the present course of the segment of r17er 
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Table 1 

Age and Lithologic Characteristics of Deposits 
Forming the Bed and Bank Mlterials of the Mississippi River 

between ~mphis, Tennessee, and Rosedale, Mississippi 

SYSTEM SERIES GROUP FORMA1'ION LITHOLOOIC CHARACTERmTICS 

River Composed ot clays and silt7 clays 
meander tilling abandoned channels; silt7 

.• belt sand forming point bare; and tine-
~ g deposits grained sediments tormillg the 
Cl> ..-t naturar .levees • 
0 .... 
d! ~ Poorly sorted clays, silts, < Braided and 

stream sand.a laid down by braided 

t' deposits streams during ear~ stages in 

~ 
alluvial plain development 

Non-stratified, calcareous, toss-Cl> Il>ess .p 

& iliterous silt. 

Each formation consists ot a 

8 
basal sand and gravel secti-on 

ID Prairie overlain by c1ays and silts. Ma.7 
Cl> G) .p M::>ntgom.ery be distinguished.tram Recent de-·8 ~l +> Bentley posits by their oxidized nature 
ID Willie.na and red to brown color. C1ays '" ~! ~ and silts relatively much firmer 

Pot and tougher than those of Recent. 

Danville Predom1 nantly marine, calcareous 
IAnding clays and shales. 

g 
Yazoo Clays, lignitic clays, inter-

ID 
~ 

Cla7 
bedded marine and b:re.ckieh-water 

~ silts. 

~ 
Moodys Glauconitic shell marl and cla7s. 
Branch 

'" 8 
~ CD Cockti~ld Lignitic sands, silts and c1ays. 
CD 8 ..!. ~ E--4 rs1 

~o Cook Mt. 
Glauconitic cl.83s, silts and 

0.0 saiida 

Grenada L:lgnitic sands, silty sands, silt. 
H 
0 

~ Holly 
Coarse lignitic sa.nds, localq 

'" graveli:f'erous, with sandJr clays, =- Springs clay lentils and fossil leaves. 
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studied, while the Jackson comprises the remaining one-third. The Wilcox 

is entirely absent in the limited area which was studied. The distribu

tion of these older sediments underlying the Recent depc)sits, as deter

mined from.deep borings, is shown on plate 2. Although these deposits 

differ little from the Recent deposits found 1n the present alluvial , 

valley in point of origin and composition, they show a decided difference 

in density and amount of compaction. Being more indurated than are Recent 

sediments, they offer more resistance to erosion and exert· a greate~ con

trol of river alignment where they form the bed and bank materials. How

ever, as they are exposed to river erosion at only a few localities, 

their combined effect on river activity is of.a minor nature. 

-Quaternary system 

6. Pleistocene. The Pleistocene deposits of the Central Gulf Coastal 

Plain are divided into four formations: the Williana, Bentley, Montgomery 

and Prairie, in order of decreasing age. These formations are related to 

the four interglacial stages of the Pleistocene era. Each formation in 

this area un~erlies a fluvial surface which has been.uplifted to form a 

terrace and each exhibits a similar sequence of alluvial materials grading 

upward from basal gravels and coarse sands through sands and into silts 

and clays. 

7. Recent. The deposits of Recent age, which partially fill the 

entrenched valley system of the Mississippi River, are.of irregular thick

ness, grade upward from coarse graveliferous sands into progressively 

finer deposits of sands, silts. and clays in the same general sequence as 

is found in the Pleistocene terrace depo~its. It is possible to divide 

the section roughly into a substratum of sands and gravels and a topstratum 
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of fine-grained nongraveliferous beds, thus producing two fairly·distinct 

units. The relation of these units to each other to the present river 1a. 

shown en plate 3; section A-A' is a cross section of Tertiary and Ql:ll.ter

nary deposits along a tr.averse line from Pine B1uf'f, Arkansas, to Memphis, 

Tennessee, and soction B-B' pr~sents similar relationships between M9llwood, 

Arkansas, and Farrell, Mississippi. In the area north of Rosedale, Miss

issippi, sand.a end gravels extend to de~tha of 50 ft below sea level 

thus providing gravelif erous and sandy sections as much as 100 to 150 ft 

in thickness. Although tho basal gravels.are resting on a highly irreg

Ular floor (see plate 2) the upper sandy surface is fairly uniform .. and 

grades, sometimes n: :""''ptly, into the section of finer sediments. The 

profile drawn on top of the sandy substratum, presented on plate 4, shows 

the depth to the substratum in basins adjoining the Mississippi River. 

The fine-grained topstratum, overlying the SPnds, has developed chiefly 

as the result of meandering conditions of the river and, cunsequently, 

is composed of several distinct typos of deposits which are discussed in 

detail in Part III. · 

Late Geological History 

8. The principal geological event which has left its mark on the 

Pleistocene and Recent history of the Mississippi Alluvial Valley is the 

cyclical rise and fall of sea lovel which accompanied continental glacia

tion d\J!ing Pleistocene time. With each lowering of sea level, as a 

result of water being trapped on. the co~tinents in the form of ice, the 

streams draining the Mississippi Valley experienced overly steepened · 

gradients and thus were enabled to scour out deep valleys. As a result 
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ot this excessive erosion, tremendous tonnages ot sediments were deposited 

along the Gulf shore where continuous downWa.rping ot the earth's cruet 

resulted. As an isostatic adjustment to this dowwarping, ·.a contempora-

neoue uplift was taking place inland from the Gult. · The periods ot ero-

sion were followed by periods ot deposition when sea level rose as a 

result ot the melting of the continental glaciers. These cycles ot ero-

sion and depoaition, coupled with- tha ~ont_em;poranaoue uplifting__ of the 

land, caused the development of the four depositional terraces (see para

graph 6) which are found in the uplands bordering the Mississippi Alluvial 

Valley, 

River entrenchment 

9. During I.ate Wisconsin time, the last of the glacial stages, sea 

level was between 400 and 450 ft lower than it is at present so that the 

Gulf shoreline was situated near the edge of the continental shelf. 

Greatly increasr.d gradients caused streams within the Mississippi Valley 
' 

to deeply incise their courses into the bedrock underlying the present 

mantle of Recent alluvium. The resultant hill-and-valley topography is 

expressed by contours on plate 2 which shows the entrenched valley system 

of the Mississippi River. During this time, the Mississippi River flowed 

in a trench to the west of Crowleys Ridge while the Ohio and its tributa-

ries flowed to the east of the ridge, the junction of the two major streams 

being in the vicinity of Rosedale, Mississippi. 

Rocent alluviation · 

10. .With the waning of the last period of glaciation on the conti-

nents, meltwaters from the glaciers returned to tho oceanic basins and 
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caused a gradual .rise 1n sea level. The oversteepened gradients of the. 
. . . . . ~ 

streams were gradwil.ly reduced as sea level rose and, as a con~equence, 
. ~- .. 

deposition of sediments by the streams bogan. t..:> take-placo. -During the 

first phases of this depositional period, coars~ ._materials were .laid down 

near tho coast. As sea level continued to riso a gradual wave of alluvi-

· ation moved up th~ major and tributary valleys, with the basal coarse 

sediments being followed by sands, silts and finally clays· as the stream 

gradients were progressively reduced. The result is a sedimentary se-

qu.once in which lenticular gravels .and coarse sands at the base grade 

upward into "cloan" sands and thence into fine sediments near the aur-

face. During the early stages of this period of alluviation, tho Ohio 

and Mississippi Rivers wero so overloaded as to be in a braided condi-

tion and, as a result, the rapid deposition of sediments which charac-

terizod tho Mississippi and Ohio Rivers ·during tho last rise in sea 

level rosultod in significant shifts in thoir courses. ~ t•1e upper 

portion of tho valley, Crowloys Ridg0 sorvod as a barrier ~etween the 

Mississippi River to the wost and tho Ohio Riv~r to tho east. Each 

river deposited sediments independently of the othor and built out huge . . . 

alluvial cones which gradually filled their respective valleys. Evon-

tually, because of erosion of tho divide between the two valleys and 

greater alluviation in the wostorn valley, the Mississippi was diverted 

from tho Westurn Lowland to tho Eastern Lowland whore it joined the Ohio 

near Cleveland, Mississippi. Subsequent diversions and changes in the 

courses of tho two streams resulted finally in the Mississippi cr·ossing 

Crowloys Ridgo at Thobos Gap and forming its junction with tho Ohio at 

its present position at Cairo, Illinois. As the· alluvial valiey graduall)r 
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filled and sea le~el reached 
0

1tS present stand, the stream gradients . 

were greatly reduced and the streams gradually changed :from their former 

overloaded, braided form to a meandering habit. In the latter, the flaw 

is confined to a single channel 'With deep ~couring ac~ion, periodic 

flooding, and· rapid latera:l "migration. . New environments of deposition 

were developed by these changes and much of' the old braided stream 

deposits was reworked and redeposited elsewhere or was covered by sedi

ments laid down in flood basins flanking the meandering courses ot the 

streams. 

Structure 

11. The axis of' the Mississippi Structural Trough is generally 

considered as roughly paralleling and probably to a great extent as 

having determined the present course of' the Mississippi River.· Faulting 

in this area, both on a minor and a major scale, follows an earth-grid 

pattern comparable to major fault directions elsewhere on the co~tinent. 

In general the faults are aligned in northeast to southwest and north

west to southeast trends. These·alignments ·are reflected in the drain

age. The Mississippi River from Memphis to Rosedale, follows a grid 

orientation from northeast to southwest, although in other parts of 

its course the alternate trend is followed. This southwestward course 

conforms to the .Big Creek Fault Zone which is partially responsible for 

the abrupt termination of' the ancient Mississippi alluvial cone south

west of Helena and possibly for the southern termination of' Crovleys 

Ridge. 
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.. 
·PART III: ALLUVIAL DEPOSITS ALONG TBE RIVER* 

12. Previous studies ot the Mississippi Alluvial Valley ha~e shown 

that the deposits through which the river is flowing are ot alluvial ori- · 

gin, are related to the past history ot river activity, and, in the area 

tro~ Memphis, Tenne~soe, to the mouth of the Arkansas River, are divisible 

into three main types: · 

a· ·-· 
b. 

Meander belt deposits. Sediments which were laid down by 
tho meandering river during the latest stage in alluvial 
plain development. 

:Backswamp deposits. Sediments deposited in flood basins. 
In the area under discussion, they occur as a mantlo ovor- -
lying old braided stream deposits. 

c. Braiaed stream deposits. Sediments laid down by tho Missis
sippi River and its tributaries prior to the establishment 
of the Mississippi as a meandering stream. 

The following is a discussion of these various types of deposits. Emphasis 

is placed on the origin, physical properties, thickness, and distribution. 

Plato 4 ~hows tho distribution of the alluvial deposits along the Missis

sippi River. Plates 5 and 6 present typical cross sections (for locatio~s'. 

see plates 10 to 20 inclusive) and plate 7 presents grain-·size distribution 

curves of the various soil types. 

Meander Belt Deposits 

13. ' Meander bolt deposits can be divided into throe inain types on 

tho basis of the environment in which they were laid down. Thesa are 

* The older sedimentary rocks of Wilcox, Claiborne, Jackson and Pleisto
cene age, discussed 1n Part II, occur only locally along the river and 
are not discussed in this chapter. ' 
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point bar, channel fillings and natural levee deposits. 

Point bar deposits 

14. It is evident, from plate 4, that the present meander belt ot 

the Mississippi River is composed largely of' point bar sediments •. They. 

comprise well over seventy-five percent of' the bank and bed materials and 

ere fairly uniform in their areal distribution. Point bare develop through 

accretion of' river silts and sands in the.form of fill aiong the rime of' 

growing meand.er cores as the meander loops enlarge (see figures 1, 3 and 

5) •. ~hue there is a continuous ad.dition of' materials in the form of' thin 

creacentic strips with tho downstream portion being somewhat better devel-

. oped. Thia is in accordance with a tendency of' meand.era to move downetream. 

Although the point bar is built out continuously by accretion, dopoaition 

is not uniform for all stages of the river. ·Low-stage point bars form 

near water level and havo submerged downstream ridge-like oxtcnaiona· 

which separate doadwater portions of' tho river from tho chann~d. During 

high stages, the bars become flood.ad and currents develop t'h:cough the 

low-stage d.eadwater areas and often scour deep _narrow channels b~ck of 

the bar ridge. Together with the scouring,high-vater deposition takes 
... 

. Place on the low-stage bar. During the following low stages, the channel 

remains as a slough behind the bar ridge and again forms a dead~ater area. 

The process is repeated during successive high stages, ·and, ~a channel 

migration continues the bar ridge is built up and the slough may be com-.. 
:pletely cut off from the river to form a lake which gradually fills with 

fine-grained. sediments. As the point bar grows, a series of crescentic 

rid.gee and intervening .swales is developed (see figure 3). Point bar 

deposits may therefore be separated into bar ridge deposits and slough 
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Figure 2. Typical section of point bar deposits overlain by thin blanket o:f natural levee silts and cla.Je1 
silts. Lower end o:f pilot cut for Hardin Cut-off, mile 676 A.H.P. 
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Slough fillings vary widely in thickness and in their shape and size as 

e~ressed on the surface·. These variations· are due in part· to the. variety 

jn tho chapoa and sizes of' Mississippi River bends and in part to the re~e 
' 

of' channel migration within the 'bends. The fillings show a general range 

in width on the surface of' from 100 to 500 f't, and thicknesses may range 

from a f'ew feet to over 80 f't. 

Abandoned channel fillings 

17. The mapped distribution of meander belt deposits along the 

Mississippi River shows that abandonment and subsequent filling of' cut-off' 

meander loops has been a coimnon occurrence (see plate 4). Meander loops 

are abandoned whenever the river can shorten its course. The two types 

of' cut-offs by which this is accomplished are the chute cut-off' and the 

neck cut-off'. 

18. Chute cut-offs occur as the result of' the scouring of shorter 

channels in one of the old slough positions within a point bar. Thia 
.. 

process takes place slowly because the angle of' diversion of' the water 

,down the shorter coure~ is small and t~- increase in flow is gradual. 

19. Natural cut-offs of' the neck type result from the coalescence 

of' the upper and lower arms of' a meander-~oop. AIJ this type of' cut-off' 

occurs late in the development of a meander loop, the abandoned segments 

are generally larger than those cut off by chutes. Thie type of cut-off' 

is usually completed sooner than the chute type because of the "greater 

angle of diversion and the greater increase 1n local stream gradient. 

20. Abandoned channel segments are eventually completely cut of'f 

from low_.water :flow and f'orm·lakes which gradually till with sediments 
• 

derived f'rom floodwaters (see figures l~ 4, and 5). The nature of' the 

sediments as well as the rapidity with which the old channel is filled is 



Figure 4. Caving be.nk near Fair I.anding, Arkansas. Note arouate aha.pa of elUJ\11P blocks. Mile 630 A.H.P. 



Figure 5. Channe1 and point bar accretion features. Note hard poin~ 
and narrow channe1 width resulting from resistant sediments 

fil1ing abandoned channel. Cessions Towhead, miles 6o9-6ll A.H.P. 
Fair Landing, gage, 3.5 ft, 26 Nov 194-7 
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dependent upc:in the duration of flow through the abandoned course. In. 

chute cut-offs, the angle of diversion is generally small and flow may 
continue for a considerable period befor~ the entrance to the old ·channel 

.. 
is finally closed. As a consequer~e, a large part of the sediments, 

especially in the upper arm, carried in by the long continued flow down 

the old channel,_ may be relatively coarse. Flow through abandoned seg-
.. 

ments formed by neck cut-offs is generally of fairly short duration. The 

deposits filling the old channel, therefore, tend to be finer grained 

than those in chuto cut-offs; however, the same tendency for coarser 

grained material in the upper arm is noted •. 

21. The thickness of channel filling deposits.varies considerably. 

Maximum thicknesses are found in the thalweg positions ·within the_ bendway 

of an old meander loop, and the thinnest sections are found in tho cro9s

ing areas between bends. Thick sections are also found in the deep scour 

pools formed in the area where the cut-off was e~fected. Maximum depths 

of channel fillings near the present river are presented graphically on 

plate 4. The areal distribution of channel fillings is of course depen-

dent upon the shape ·ana size of the abandoned meander. The materials 

filling the old channel positions are largely clays and silty clays. 

Coarser sediments are usually found in the upstream arms and in the cross-

ing positions of the old meanders. Grain size distribution curves of 

sediments filling old channels from these localities are shown on plate 7. 

Because of the nature of the environment of deposition and the fine texture 

of the sediments, water contents are generally high, ranging to over 150 

per cent.· The content of organic material is often high in the upper 
-

portions because of the dense growth of vegetaticn which forms a cover 
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eoon·af'ter the channel is filled. 

Natural levee deposits 

22. The occurrence of these deposits is limited to a narrow zone 

bordering active and abandoned channels. They consist of sediments depos

ited from waters overtopping the banks during times of flood (see figures 

2 and 6). After overflowing its banks, river water fans out and quickly 

loses velocity; consequently a large part of the load is dropped soon· ... -

after leaving the channel. As a result, natural levee deposits are 

built up to form a low ridge near the river which gradually slopes down 

landvard. The best development of natural levee deposits is found 

along the outside of bendways, although, even in these areas, the de

posits rarely exceed a maximum Of 15 ft in thickness near the Channel, 

gradually lensing out landward. Mechanical analyses of natural levee 

deposits (see plate 7) show the sediments to consist princi~~lly of sandy . 
silts, clay silts and silty clays. Tests on samples taken at intervals 

in a direction normal to the levee crest show a gradation in texture 

from coarse to fine landward. Natural levees generally have good 

drainage, and water contents of the deposits accordingly are low. As 

well-drained surfaces do not promote heavy growths of vegetation,· the 

organic contents of the sediments are also low. 

Backswa.mp Deposits 

23. The sediments deposited in flood basins are limited in their 

occurrence to the west side of th& Mississippi between Oldtown, Phillips 

County, Arkansas, and the mouth of the White River (see p!ate 4). However, 

the present channel of the Mississippi is actively cutting into these 



Figure 6. Natural levee silty sands and clayey silts overlying point bar deposits. '-View along right bank at 
lower end of Jackson C~t-off, mile 622.5 A.H.P. Note sloughing of sandy point b,ar material. 
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sediments only at Scrubgrass Bend, north of Rosedale, Mississippi (see 
. . 

plate 4 and figuro 3). Backsvamp deposits in this area form a-thin mantle . . .... 
over older braided stream deposits as shown by borings mado .at· Cypress 

. 
Bond, Arkansas (soo plate 7). Theso deposits, laid down duri~ periodic 

flood stages of rivers, consist largely of clays, silty clays_and clay 

silts with relatively high water and- organic_ contents. Colors rang9 from 

grays in tho northern part of tho aroa to reddish-brown to tho south, the 

rod coloration being attributed to White River sediments. 

Braided Stream Deposits 

24. Sediments dopositod by braided streams are limited in their 

occurrence to essentially tho same area as that of the overlying back

swamp materials (soo plate 4). They aro also being actively removed by 

the Mississippi River only at Scrubgrass Bend. rrorth of Snow Lako, 

Arkansas, thoso deposits woro laid down by ancient braided channels of 

tho Mississippi River when its course lay to tho wost of Crowloys Ridge. 

To tho south, tho sediments aro of White River origin. Traces of the old 

braided channels are still visible through the overlying blanket of back-

swamp sediments (see figure 3). Braided stream deposits are character-

istically poorly sorted and show a wide rruige in grain size with a gradual 

decrease in size from north to south and also upward in the section. The 

deposits laid down by the White River, being near the southern extremity 

of braided stream deposits, are relatively fine in texture. Although no 
. 

actual data are available as to grain sizes nor thicknesses of the White 

River deposits they should be very similar in all respects to those laid 

down by the Arkansas River. Borings made at Cypress Bend, Arkansas, rev'9al 
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the texture of the sediments (~ee plate 7) and show the thickness to be 
. . 

from 20 to 30 ft. The color of.White River_ae well as Arkansas River 
. .I • • 

braided stream deposits is a characteristic reddish-brown as compared 

with the prevailing gray of Mississippi River sediments. 
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PART IV:· MISSISSIPPI RIVER ACTIVITY 

Introduction 

25. The continuous migration of its channel is one of the most im-

pressive features of the Mississippi River. A comparison of maps of the. 

present course of the·river with those of early surveyed ~curses presents 

graphically the great amount of channel migration which has taken place 

during historical time. This constant shifting is the result of the 

erosional and depositional activities of the river. The concave banks 

within bendways are continually under attack by the scouring action of 

the river and gradually recede as portions are undercut and removed by 

caving. The recession of a caving bank is accompanied by a contempora-

neous advance of.the o~posite bank through accretion of sands derived 

from upstream points of scour and deposited in the slackwater area in the 

convex portion of the bendway. Continuation of these processes {see 

paragraph 17) may eventually result in the formation of a meander loop 

which becomes cut off from the' river by the coalescence of the upper. 

and lower arms of the loop. Cut-offs may also be brought about by the 

enlargement of chutes across point bar accretion areas. The past history 

of the activity of th~ river is shown on historic mapped courses* of the 

river dating b~ck to 1765 and also on aerial photographs· of the alluvial 

plain, on which traces of prehistoric courses of the migrating stream are 

clearly shown. 

* 

26. A study of the various surveyed courses of the Mississippi 

"Early Stream Channels, Mississippi River, Cairo, Illinois to Baton 
Rouge, Louisiana," Miss~ssippi River Commission, 1941. 

' , 

: 
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River reveals that the rate of migration of bends, and portions of bends, 

is not uniform, but highly variable. The primary factor affecting the 

nature of the bends is the erodibility of the bed and bank materials 

through which the river flows. · Certain types of sediments are easily. 

eroded and permit rapid channel migration where they occur, whereas other . . 

types are highly· res1s-tant to- scour and, conaequentlt-1- channeL migration_ 

is relatively slow where they predominate. 

Factors Affecting River Activity 

.27. Following the last rise in sea level, the Mississippi River 

gradually became adjusted to the load which it carries, to the Talley 

elope, and to the material through which it flows. Since the river 

reached this poised condition, the discharge, bed load, and slope have re-

mained relatively constant except for seasonal changes in discharge, 

localized variations in bed load, and local changes in elope as the result 

Of natural and ~rtificial cut-offs. The most important variable is con-

eidered to be the nature of the bed and bank materi~le. 

Load 

28. Thie variable is considered by some ae'being of primary impcr

tance in affecting the rate of bank caving. One concept 1e that in cases 

where an abnormally large supply of sand from one bend is transmitted 

downstream and deposited in the convex portion of the next bend, the 

accelerated growth of the bar causes the current to be directed against 

the opposite bank, thereby increasing caving. 

Slope 

29. The elope of the ~lissiesippi River, when taken in its entirety, 

32045 
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is considered to be constant; however, changes do occur locally which · · . 

affect the activity of the river •. Chief among such c.banges occur ~t·poi~ts c 

of cut-oft. Cut-offs materially shorten the length of the river thus 

creating a local increase in slope and increased activity as the river 

seeks to restore the former slope. Slopes are also increased in bendway 

areas where resistant materials prevent the lateral migration ot t!W 

channel. In such instances the river tends to deepen arid narrow its 

channel opposite the resistant feature with a resultant increase in 

velocity. 

Discharge 

30. Generally speaking annual discharge of the Mississippi does 

not change materially from year to year and therefore, taken as a whole, 

probably is not a great influence on river activity. However, seasonal 

fluctuations can vary considerably during any one year and over a period 

of years and influence bank caving correspondingly. As such unusual fluc

tuations cannot be anticipated they cannot be given specific considera

tion in this report. 

River activity and alluvial materials 

31. Bed.and bank materials affect river activity through their 

control of bank caving. Thereby, they regulate rates of channel migra

tion, and control amounts of locally derived bed load as well as local 

Changes in channel alignment and cross sections. The principal and moat 

apparent effect of bed and bank· materials is the influence vh1ch they 

·exert on rates of channel migration. Wherever thick ~sees of .fine

srained sediments form river banks, channel migration is apprec1ab17 

: 
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retarded •. In places where the river cuts into sandy deposits, bank re-· 

cession is rapid and the rate of channel. ~gration is at a maximum. The 
• 

degree of resistance which the bod.and bank materitls offer ·to·channel 

migration results in several s~condary effects on river activity •. V:aria-

tiona in the channel cross section affect local stream velocities~ thus 
. ' ' 

bringing about changes in the local bed Ioaa carryfilg capacity of the 

stream. Stream alignments are altered either by rapid recession of the 

bank, in coarse sediments, or by very slow bank recession where a thick 

mass of fine-grained sediment locally retards normal enlargement of a 

meander loop and changes the stream' directive. 

32~ As discussed in Part III, alluvial deposits foi.md along the 

segment of the Mississippi River from Memphis, Tennessee, to the mouth 

of the ;Arkansas River aro of two major types; meander bolt deposits 

and braided stroam-backswamp deposits. Tho meander belt materials may 

bo further subdivided into abandoned channel fillings, point bar deposits 

and natural levee deposits. Because these deposits· vary in thickness, 

nature, and distribution, their effects on Mississippi River activity are 

consequently varied. The thick, cohesive clay masses filling many 

abandoned channel segments are highly resistant to tho river's scouring 
'' 

action, whereas the loosely consolidated sands in bar ridges are easily 

removed. Backswamp sediments found in the southern part of the alluvial 

valley fonn thick; wide-spread, fine-grained deposits which are comparable 

to the channel fillings in their resistance to erosion; those found in . . 

tho Segment Of river ~1.er Study I ,hOWe~er 1 . OCCur ~nly locally as a rela-
. ' 

tively thin blanket overlying ancient braided stream deposits, and there-

f"ore otter little resistance to bank attack by the river. Natural.. levee 
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deposits, which are found e.s a thin veneer bordering the channel o't the · 

river, are unimportant with regard to their influence on river migx-at~on. 

33 •. Channel Uiigration. The lateral u1ovement of the channel does 

not proceed at a uniform rate in all parts of the river.nor even over a 

period of time in localiz.ed areas. : Bank recession ~s at a minimum in the 

southern portio-n ~t the- rive-r whe-re- t:r.ick- masses- of. fina-grained sediments 

form the·bed and banks. However, in the segment of the river under.study, 

deposits comparable to those in the lower river are found only locally, 

as the fillings of abandoned channels. As these areas are localized, 

they often form prominent hard points (clay plugs) in the river because 

df the more rapid rate of channel migration to either aide. Bank 

recession proceeds at a maximum rate in sandy point bar deposits which 

are relatively ineffectual in retarding channel migration and which 

form a major portion of tho banks from Memphis to the mouth of the Arkan

sas River. 

34. Although scouring in the thalwog of the river is the direct 

cause of bank caving, tho manner of caving as well as tha rapidity vith 

which a bank caves is determined by the nature of the sediments forming 

. tho bed and bank. In areas where thick clayey masses comprise the upper 

bank mator~ala, caving generally takes tho form of slumping of large blocks 

of tho bank (see figure 7). Tho cohesive nature of these.sediments delays 

caving until scouring has steepened or undercut the face of the bank to 

such an extent that failure in shear is produced and a large scalloped 

block of the bank slumps into the river. Such large slump blocks often 

remain for considerable periods before being removed, during which time 

they act as natural revetments preventing further scouring. In sandy 

sediments where the topstratum is relatively thin, such as those composing 



Figure 7. Ia.rge slump block developed in fine-grained deposits filling abandoned swale position. 
Right bank, mile 647 .5 A.R.P., near ,\'lestover; Ark. ' 

-------------------_:______~_' 
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much of the point .ua.i.· u.1:1l'ut1.1. 1.1a 1 cavJ.ng or 11ne uW!AU .1.D ~ mu.n, u• .1.eDa 

continuous process. One type of bank recession is by slow attrition 

caused by scour of theund~rwat~r slope and resuiting loss of stal>ility 

and cav1.ng of the upper bank in relatively small segments. Another t;ype 

of failure is the rather sudden movement of a large segment.of the.bank 

into the river-. 'fh& segment may- be- as- large- as- eev~ral.. hundred_· feB1' in_· 

length and depth. The bank is left in a scalloped shape. Thie ·type 

of failure io certainly influenced by scour and may be due to a com

plete or partial liquifaction of the cohesionless baDk material below 

the water surface as the result of some undetermined phenomenon. 

35. Shape of bends. It has been shown exper:hneritally that bends 

exhibiting a uniform curvature and size can develop only in homogeneous 

bed and bank materials.* The nearest approach to this . uniformity 1n 

shape and size of bends along the Mississippi is found along the lower 

part of the river where it flows through the thick, relatively homo

geneous deltaic plain sediments. Localized occurrences are found where 

relatively uniform sediments which are spread over fairly widespread · 

areas form the bank materials (see figure 3). Along most Of the portion. 

of the river under study the heterogeneous nature of the sediments is 
. 

reflected in the variations in shape and size of meander loops {see p1ates 

9-21). Where coarse- and fine-grained alluvial deposits occur in the same 

area the degree of erodibility of the bank varies and causes considerable 

Variations in the shape and size of the meander looi:. "Hard" points previ-

oualy mentioned protrude into the river whe~e resistant material~ exist and 

Friedkin, J. F., "Laboratory Study of the Meandering of Alluvial 
Rivers," Water•a.ys Experiment Station, 1~5. 
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"false coves" widen out in stretches of more readily erodible sediments 

(see figure 5). 

36. In areas where bank materials are relatively uniform .smoothly: 

curving bends develop,, and channel alignment changes only with the en

largement. of the meander loop. If, during the process of enlargement, 

however, the· river imping_ea against barriers to its late:ral movement,, 

projections in the bankline develop and alter the local channel align-

inent. As a result, the point of river attack may be shifted in down-

stream areas initiating further changes in channel alignment. 

37. Channel croso section. In bendways where .. widespread, thick,, 

resistant sedi:tn<'nte occur, the channel cross section is usually narrow 

md deep. This may result from the tendency of the. river .to scour 

iownward when lateral migration is prevented or retarded and the ability 

)f such cohesive soils to retain a relatively steep elope. The deepening 

ls accompanied by a narrowing of the channel as the bar grows outward 

t'rom the opposite or convex side of the bendway. Examples of the 

narrowing and deepening of channel cross sections are found throughout 

the alluvial valley. In the section of the river under study,, such 

examples are found at pointa where thick channel fillings or other erosion 

resistant features occur (see plate 5, sections E-E' and F-F', plate 6, 

section G-G• and figures 1 and 5). In areas where sandy deposits occur., 

the channel is more symmetrical, wider and shallower. The less resistant 

nature of such deposits results in the rapid lateral migration of the 

river which lessens its tendency to scour downward and thus deepen its 

channel. (See plate 5, section D-D•.) Often in areas where the sedi

ments are sandy, the river divides forming an island or shallow between 

the major streams of flow (see plate 5, section A-A•). 
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PART V: PREDICTioN OF WTORE RIVER BEHAVIOR 

Introduction ·, 

38. The study reported herein is primarily concerned with th~ pre

diction of future river behavior. It has been· based upon consideration 
' .· 

of the in:f'luenc~s e>f bed lll".d bank mater:tals- on- channel_ migration,_ as. dis-

cussed previously, together with information on soil types and distribu

tion and past activity of the river in the specific area included in the 

study. It is emphasized that even though predictions ma.de herein are for 

a specified period of ten years they can be regarded as only gualitative 

in nature. So many natural and artificial influences exist, singly and 
. 

in combination, that it is not believed possible to predict bank movement 

guantitatively. It is believed, however, that the predictions serve to 

indicate probable trends and to differentiate between those localities 

'Where material bank movement can be expected and those 'Where only nominal 

or very little movement is likely to take place. 

39. The history during the past 200 years of the segment of the 

Mississippi River from Memphis, Tennessee, to the mouth of the Arkansas 

River was inv~stigated. Study maps {not reproduced in this report) on a 

scale of 1:101 000 were constructed on which the positions of banklines 

from as early as 1765 were plotted. l3ankline· surveys made during the 

following years were included: 

1765 
1820-30 
1881 
1904. 
19l3. 

19'25 
1933 
1940 
1942 
1945 

In addition to the bankline surveys, acci.irate hydrographic surveys were 
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available for various periods folloving 1877. ~e positions of revet

ments, levees, dikes and other.artificial works were also added to the 

maps. From previous· studies* the distribution of alluvial sediments with

in the valley w.s available and this information w.s indicated on the 

maps. Although no data are available as to the thickness~and~extent of'. 

materials already. remo-ved. b~ the. river~ fairly. accurate. recoru;.tructiona-

are possible f'rom maps of' ancient courses of'. the Mississippi** and com-

parisons with sediments still existing in the area. 

40. A brief' examination of aerial photographs of the alluvial 

valley suffices to show that the mterials forming the bed and banks of 

the river in the past.were of a very heterogeneous nature. The great 

number of natural cut-off's which have occurred during the history of the 

river and the abandoned meander loops which exhibit a wide variety of 

shapes and sizes attest to this fact. Although the general types of 

alluvial deposits are but few in nitmber, there exist so many variations 

in the conditions of deposition within the individual type.a and relative 

location of types that it is questionable whether two localities could be 

found in which the sediments are exactly similar in character over any 

appreciable area. Thus a study of historic.mapped courses of the river 

shows that the rate and form of bank recession 1s not uniform, but varies 

from place to place and year to year. It is believed, however, that rough 

correlations can be made between the rate of bank recession observed in 

* Fisk, H. N., "Fine-Grained Alluvial Deposits and Their Effects on 
Mississippi River Activity," Waterw.ys Ex;periment Station, 1947. 

** Fisk, H. N., "Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of the 
Lower Mississippi River," Mississippi River Commission, 1944. 
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the past at a:ny specific locality, the type of sediments forming the bed 

and banks, and probable f'uture migrations. Obviously, simple or dire~t. 

extrapolation based on past events is not possible: e.g., a section of' 
bank which receded 75 ft per year for the past 5 years will not neces-... . . ~- . 

·· saril.y recede ·a.t the same rate for the next 5 years. Any factors which 

will directly or indireet4" affect- the a.ctiv:it..;r o£_ the_ river at a local

ized area in the future mu.St be considered before any predictions can be 

made. Consideration must.be given to any changes in types of alluvial 

materials into which the bed.is encroaching, to the directive of the 

current, and to changes in alignment of the river upstream which may 

alter the directive of the current at bends downstream. Furthermore, any 

artificial works along the river, such as cut-offs, dredging, revetments, 

etc., may initiate major changes in the activity of the river in the 

vicinity of the works and in other areas. The problem of predicting the 

future activity of the river is, therefore, one of considerable complexity. 

41. From the discussions in previous paragraphs, and observation 

of the historic mapped courses of the Mississippi River it can be seen 

that the river wanders constantly with continuous change in meander -pat-

terns. The initial formation of a bend, its gradual enlargement, and 

finally its severance from the ma.in channel of the river by a cut-off · 

might be thought of as a cycle in the history of a localized segment of -

the river, with the cut-off segment as the end product. Mapped courses, 

as well as observed characteristics of the surface of the alluvial valley 

i~self which retains clearly discernible traces of ancient courses, show 

countless such cycles. An excellent example, very nearly complete, is 
., . . . . . 

shown in the history of the area at Rosedale Bend from 1765 to the present. 

.. 
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The history of the formation of the old Lake Beulah meander can be traced 

.. from .the earliest recorded banlt.line surveys to the time of . <?Ut-of':t 1n 

1863. Subseguent·to the cut-off a new bend was initiated. which at t~. 
I 

present time has reached nearly the same proportions as that found 1n the 

area in 1765. . ... ·~ - : . . : ~ , . ' 

Example at Rosedale Bend 

42. A detailed discussion of the history of the river 1n the Bose• 

dale Bend area is given below and is graphically illustrated on plates 8 

and SA. This detailed discussion and presentation of ·data serve as an 
. . . 

example of the analysis which was applied to the remainder of that portion 

of the river under consideration, but for which detailod discussion and 

graphical data are not included. 

43. River courses presented on plate 8 are 1765, 1820-301 1881, 

1913, 1946, and the predicted position of the 1957 course. Cross cections 

A-A• and B-B' (plate 3) show typical sediments found in the area. Clay 

plugs and courses of the river are assigned stage numbers as determined 

by Dr. R. N. Fisk.* Graphical plots were made of the yearly movemc"lts of' 

the caving bank at the various sections shown on plate BA. Extrapolation 

from these plots, modified as judgment dictated after consideration of 

obvious influencing factors, were made for the ten-year predictions. Most 

of the plots showed such marked effect of other influencing factors during 

the past ten years that atzything approximating direct extrapolation was 

* Fisk, H. N., "Geological Investigation of the Alluvial Valley of the 
Lower Mississippi River," Mississippi River_ Commission, 1944. 



not possible. A typical example of this is at range 26 ·vhere the cutting 

b~ (l~ft) Di!grated land:ward ab~ut. 250 rt during 1938 and 1939 and then · 

remained practically stationary until the end of 1946, after vhich activ- -
. . 

ity suddenly began to increa~e and during the next _year the bank moved 

approximately 16oO ft. One variable vhich affected the accuracy of the 

plotted bank movements- w-as the- differences- at- some- locations bebef3n_ the_ 

positions for the same year from the bankline and hydrographic surveys, 

respectively (see plate 8A). 

1765 course (stage 11) 

44. This earliest of recorded courses flowed in a general southerly 

direction in a broad, open bend, to a point north of Rosed.ale vhere it 

encountered an old channel filling (stage 10). The fine-grained sediments 

filling the old channel, reaching a tested thickness of almost 90 ft, 

effectively retarded eastward migration of the channel in this area. An-

other clay plug (stage 7), south of Rosed.ale, probably also aided in the 

retardation of eastward migration. In addition to slowing channel migra-

tion, the thick·channel fillings caused a distinct flattening of the benit. 

The channel began its trend to the east upon reaching the southern limit 

of the old channel fillings.. No evidences of clay plugs are found on the 

east bank of the river in the area of the present Riverton revetment and 

the 1765 channel probably migrated rapidly in old bar materials_. Untested 

channel fillings on the west bank of the river probably aided in initiating 

the formation of the bend.to the east vhich eventually became the upper 

arm of Iake Beulah Bend. 
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1~0-30 course (stage 18) 

45. By 1820 upstream changes had caused an alteration ill di.i-ective 

of. the cment in the chAnnel north of' Rosedale. . The broad, open bend of' 

t~ 1765 course had become sharper and the angle of' attack on the clay 

plug (stage 10) had become more direct. The old channel :filling again 

caused a def'inite flattening of the bend.- Measurements of_ the_ amount of_ 

channel migration in this area :from 1765 to 1820, show it to range from 

a minor amount at the north end of the old. clay plug to about 1300 :rt, 2 

miles downstream. This would.give a maximum of about 25 f't per year for 
. 

the 55-year period. To the south, the channel :followed a similar trend 

as did the 1765 course. Downstream migration extended the reach slight~ 

before the channel turned into the upper arm of the Lake Beulah meander. 

Migration was undoubtedly retarded by the abandoned channel fillings in 

the vest bank of the river. Channel migration -within the Lake Beulah 

meander was ·comparatively rapid in the loose point bar materials and the 

rate of eastvard migration of the bend.ranged from 60 to 70 ft per year 

from 1765 to 1820. By 1820 the bend had almost reached its present 

eastern limit, as defined by Iake Beulah. 

Napoleon Cut-off (1863) 

46. Bet-ween 1820 and 1863 the upper arm of the Lake Beulah meander 

migrated downstream rapidly. Evidently the char.nel, during this time, 

moved downstream past the clay plugs on the vest bank. L:>ose bar materi

ais in this are.\ had llttle effect in retarding the migration of the 

channel south-ward and a cut-off was effected in 1863. 
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:: .... 
1881 course (stage 19) 

. 47. Fol.icWing the Napoleon Cut-off 1n 1863 the river moved west

ward away from the point of cut-off and by 1881 th~ openings to the aban

doned segment of the river had been sealed off from lov-water flow. The 

eastward limit of channel migration following Napoleon Cut-off' and at its 

southerly end is marked by the aba.ridoned channel filling (stae;e 19) 

truncating the lover arm of the Lake Beulah meander. A relatively 

straight reach was formed as a result of the cut-off'. Channel migration 

upstream caused changes 1n the dii-ective of the f'lov 1n the northern part 

of the area shown on. plate 8 and the channel gradually moved vestward 

array from the. old channel :filling north of :Rosedale. The cut-off of 1863 

could be considered as the conclusion of a cycle of channel migration. 

By 1881 the beginning of another cycle had been initiated. 

1913 course 

48. During the 32-year period, from 1881 to 1913, pronounced 

changes took place in the position and appearance of the river 1n this 

vicinity. The most obvious was the change from the b1·oad reach channel 

of 1881 to. the na.rrover bendway of 1913. In the northern par:t of the 

area the channel, vith the clay :plug (stage 7) to the south of Rosedale 
.. 

acting as a hinge point, swng to the vest. To the south the charmel 

recurved to the southeast into the upper arm of ·the newly :forming bend, 

which eventually develo:ped into Rosedale Bend. The distinct flattening 

ap:parent in the lover part of the 1913 bend: was undoubtedly caused by the 

resistant sediments filling the extension of the upper arm of lake Beulah 

meander (stage 18) and the clay plug {stage 19) to the south which 

. -· 
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truncates the lower arm of the old meander. . The narroving of the channel 

in the bendway, opposite the resistant sediments, is especially apparent • 

. . . . 
· Riverton revetment (1919) 

49. Following 1913, bank caving became excessive in the upper part 

of Rosedale Bend. The outer limit of the clay plug (stage 7) ·south of 

Rosedale acted as a hinge point and the channel moved rapidly to the east, 

immediately do'WilStream from the plug, in easily eroded point bar deposits. 

Within approximately 6 years the bankline receded over 1500 ft in this . 

immediate area. The main-line levee was. considered endangered· and. River-

ton revetment was constructed. Gradual do'WilStream shif'ting of the point 

of attack was taking place and extensions were added to the revetment as 

le.te as 19'28. The channel shifting has continued until at present the 

revetment is totally inactive during low stages of the river. 

1946 course 

50. The latest course shown on plate 8 is that of 1946. Consider

able changes took place during the period from 1913 to 1946. A point 

about a mile upstream from Rosedale has acted as a pivot as the river 

migrated to the east. South of this point the river developed. more pro

nounced bendways with the migration of Rosedale Bend about a mile south

ward. Rosedale Bend enlarged appreciably especially in the point bar 

sediments between the upper and lower arms of the abandoned Lake Beulah 

meander. In the 33-year period from 1913 to 1946 bank recession in this 

immediate area amounted to approximately 5000 ft, or an average of about 

150 ft per year. However, this recession bas not been constant; during 

the period from 1913 to 19'25 recession averaged slightly over 100 ft per 
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year,; from 1925 to 1937 it w.s slightly less than. 50 :ft per year; from 

1937 to 1940 there w.s a great increase in the rate of bank. recession, 

the average for the three-year period be~ only a littl~ less t~ 900 

ft per year. A sharp decrease w.s noted during the years following 1940 

and the average rate dropped to about 55 ft per year for the period from 
1940 to 1946. There has been another marked acceleration in bank caving 

noted in.the past year. Comparison of maps of the Mississippi River 

issued by the Mississippi River Commission for the years 1947 and. 1948 

show bank recession in this immediate area to exceed 1800 ft for the 

s 1ngle year. . 

Ten-year study 

51. In an effort to extrapolate the river's behavior during the 

last ten ye~rs over the next ten years, plate 8A has been prepared as a 

typical example. This plate shows courses of the river for the years 

1937, 1942, and 1948. Additional courses have not been plotted in order 

to preclude confusion of lines. It will be noted that the hydrographic 

survey has been plotted for each year, as well as the bankline from the · 

yearly river books. The bydrographic surveys are more accurate, but 

their coverage is more limited than that of the bankline surveys. The 

numbered lines 22 to 27, inclusive, represent ranges at which the year

to-year rate of bank cutting has been estimated. In this study interme

diate yearly river book banklines, even though not shown on plate 8A, 

were utilized. Study plots of the accumulative movement versus time were 

drawn. :Based on this study it was evident that direct extrapolati~n of 

future river behavior could not be ma.de. 
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· 52.- The followiI".g rell!B.rkS: cover what appear to be the outstanding 
. . 

developme~ts during the last ten-year period. During the years 1938 and 

1939 the river showed pronounced bank cutting, the greatest 8.lIXlunt. being 

at ranges 24, 25, and 26. At range 24 the _bank cutting -was on the right, 

while at ranges 25 and 26 it w.s on the left. The average yearly move

ment w.s about. 800 i't. at. range_ 2-4,_ llOQ f.t_ at_ range_ 25_,_ and_ 1300_ ft_ at_ 

range 26. The clay plug on the outside of the bend above range 25 

appeared to restrict migration eastw.rd. The whole bend migrated do"WD.-

stream. At range 22 very little bank cutting has occurred since 1939. 

At range 23 the b8.nk has moved to the right, .with some fluctuation in the 

reverse direction, a distance of about 1300 ft since 1939. At range 24 

most of the bank cutting during the years 1938 to 1942 took place in the 

first two years. Since 1942 the bank has moved to the right at an average 

yearly rate of about 300 ft. Very little movement of the bank at range 25 

took place during 1940 and 1941; however, since 1942 it has moved to the 

left ari average of about 250 ft per year. Very little bank movement took 

place at range 26 from 1939 until 1948 at which time the bank migrated 

about l8oO ft left or down-valley. The left or cutting bank at range 27 

was quite stable during the period 1938 to 1947. In 1948 the bank Jl'IOVed 

about 1800 ft to the left into what appears to be a sizable clay plug. 

Prior to 1948 it appeared that the clay plug was materially helping to 

retard migration of the river. No explanation is readily app~r~nt for 

the .sudden migration of the bank at this re.nge; hovever, it must have 

occurred because of more direct current attack, probably resulting from a 

shif't in the relationship of the flows from the Arkansas and Mississippi 

Rivers. With movement of·the bank at range 27 into the clay plug, the 
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bank at range 26 ."Was read~ eroded since no erosion-resistant material 

exists at ~he latter range~ The net result during the ten-year period 

has been ·a material shirting of Rosedale Bend about a mile ·down-valley 

with a tendency of the do'Wil.Stream arm of the bend to be less restricted · 

than formerly. 

Conclusions regarding Rosedale Bend 

53. The nature of the sediments played a major role in controlling 

the activity of ·the river in the vicinity of Rosedale Bend. It is evident 

that the earliest mapped courses were influenced greatly by the thick, 

resistant fine-grained sediments filling the old channel position (stage 

10) at and immediately upstream from Rosedale (see section A-A•, plate 8). 

This plug formed an effective barrier to eastward migration in this area, 

for in the period from 1765 to 1820 the maximum anx>unt of migration within 

the plug was less than 25 ft per year. The alignment of this clay plug 

he.d an important bearing on the control of the river. As the long axis 

was parallel to the stream it acted as a natural revetment for a distance 

of approximately 2 miles. The upper end of the piug is under attack at 

the present time and although a much smaller section is affec~ed, maps of 

recent years show very little recession at this point. The clay plug 

(stage 7) immediately south of Rosedale apparently aided ma.teri~ in 

controlling the river. Since only a short distance separates this plug 

from the one to the north, it acted essentially as an extension of the 

larger one. The excessive bank recession which necessitated the construe-

tion of the Riverton revetment occurred in sandy point bar sediments lying 

between two clay plugs. The revetment prevented further recession until 

.. 
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downstream migration rendered it in.active •. If' the revetment had not been 

built, it is possib:J,.e that eastw.rd migratiOn might not· have cont~ed 

much farther.than it did, since the attack vould have been d1redted more 

and more against the clay plug forming the upper end of the old !Ake 
. . 

Beulah meander. Normal migratio_n .downstream, as it actually occurred, 

might have shifted. the attack and. remo.ved. the danger to the levees. Th.a 

upper and. lower arms of the old !Ake Beulah meander and the plug (stage 

19) directly dowstream have been instrumental in shaping Rosedale Bend 

by preventing the development of a broad, open bend. The clay in the 

upper arm has shown less resistance· to erosion than that of the.downstream 

arm. This is due probably to two factors: the directive of the channel 

has been maintained against this area for a considerable time; and second.-

ly, the openings to the upper arms of cut-of:fs are generally filled with 

coarser sediments than other portions.of the meander loop and offer less 

resistance to channel migration. Until 1948 the clay plugs immediately 

downstream apparently were guite effective in resisting bank erosion. In 

1948 rapid erosion of the clay plugs referred to above took place, proba-

bly the result of a severe change in current directive against the plugs 

due to some major change 1n the confluence of the Arkansas and Mississippi 

Rivers. 

54. The right bank of the river contains very little resistant 

sediments as compared to the lef't bank in this area. Howe~er, the align

ment of the river, until only recently, has been such that ~ttack has not 
. . ~ 

been concentrated on this bank. In. the last few years changes in upstream - . 
. ~ . 

align:inent ·have been taking place and attack is being centez:~d on the right 

bank area upstream from Rosedale Be"na (see plate 8). One untested clay ... 
~· 



plug has been :found opposite Rosedale which appears to be.resisting river 

m~gration; ~he main attack-is directed at loose point-~ar sediments 

:further downstream, anQ. channel migration has been quite rapid. 

Future River Activity 

55. As a result of the type of study just described, predictions 

have been ma.de regarding the future behavior of the Mississippi River 1n 

the segment from the vicinity of Memphis, Tennessee, to the·mouth of the 

Arkansas River. The following paragraphs contain a discussion of future 

changes in the river, the del:!.neation of areas where bank caving may 

endanger levees in the next few years and the location of the predicted 

course of the river in 1957. 

56. The predicted course has been plotted on sheets (plates 9-21) 

of the 1948 edition of Mississippi Rive".. navigation charts published by 

the Mississippi River Commission •. On these charts the more important clay 

plugs bordering the river are also sho-wn. The discussion in the following_ 

paragraphs deals individually with segments of the river beginning with 

Brandywine Chute just north of Memphis. The qualitative nature of these 

predictions due to the unpredictable in:rluence of JOO.Izy' factors is again 

emphasized. 

Brandywine Chute -- mile 750 

57. For many years this chute has been a short cut or outlet for 

flood waters east of Centennial Bend. For the past several years the 

volume of discharge through it has been increasing, and by 1957 it is 

presumed that it will carry practically all or bank:full flow. It is 
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believed that, together with the increase in flow, a gradual enlargement 

and westward migration of the chute will take place •. 

Reach between Centennial Bend and Memphis -- miles 745-733 

58. Slight westward migration at the north end of Beef Island is 

expected; an alignment change resulting from the increase of flow through 

Brandywine Chute. This should cause but slight change in directive and 

will not greatly affect the wide, shallow·channel to Memphis, which should 

remain fairly stable through this reach. Bar islands may develop and 

those in existence me.y disappear.· (See section A-A', plate 5.) 

City of Memphis -- mile ·732. 

59 •. Since 1820 the river has been directed against the hiird 

Tertiary clays underlying the city of Memphis, and its channel has been 

confined. to a width of less than 2000 ft. There was no appreciable bank 

recession between 1820 and 1880, and even without the construction of the 

Memphis Harbor revet.ment (1882), :"'ink recession would have been minor. 

Presidents Island -- mile 730-723 

60. The northeast portion of the island has been receding at the 

rate of 240 ft per year since 1941. Because of the southwesterly migra

tion of the bend at miles 730 and 731, the angle of inflow to Tennessee 

Chute has been flattening and the flow through the chute has been gradual-

ly decreasing. Due to the artificial closing of Termessee Chute, the 

entire volume of flow will follow the channel around Presidents Island, 

probably increasing the attack along the Bauxippi-Wyanoke revetment. The 

Bauxippi-Wyanoke revetment "Was initially constructed. in 1919 and at 



present ·extends for about 231 000 ft •. This revetment has definitely re

tarded. westward migration of' the channel. Its serviceability ma;y have 
.. ·• 

been increased because of' the fact that it is a continuous structure 

anchored at ~erous points to· cl.B.y plugs 1 and because the curvature of' 

the bend is broad, open and regular. If' recession were permitted to con

tinue in the northeast portion of Presidents Island, there is a possi

bility that the angle of attack would, in time, be .reflec.ted to th~ west. 

bank at the head of the Bau:dppi-Wyanoke revetment, necessitating upstream· 

extension of the bank protection. A 256o-ft willow-mattress revetment, 

constructed in November and December 1948, should bzi'it the recession and 

should prevent upstream shifting of the attack againSt.the west bank. 

Mouth of Tennessee Chute to Covr Isl~nd Bend -- miles 722-714 

61. The channel in this section will continue to be wide and 

shallow with bars and. isl.B.nds forming. Some eastward and southerly migr~

tion of the channel is to be expected 1n this area but as no levees will 

be endangered, the migration will not become critical. 
" 

Cow Island· Bend -- inile 713 · 

62. Extensions of the f.our cl.B.y plugs west of'· Cow Isl.B.nd Bend re-. 

tarded the west~d shifting of early channels. The Cow .Island Bend· 

revetment, laid down in 19'251 extends from just below the upper cl.B.;y plug 

to the vicinity of' Picklley Landing. A 4000-ft downstream extension, 

presumably to preve.nt possible fla.nkinS, w.s installed in 1946. Bank 

recession Wa.s less _than 50 ft.per year between 1904 and 1925 when the 

bank protection was constructed (see section B-B' 1 plate 5). The combina

tion of revetment with ciB.y plugs has held migration of the bend. If' the 
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revetment is not maintained, there is a possibility that bank erosion 

·:.::'_between the second and tbird clay plugs might endanger the levee. Also, 

-~if the revetment extension is not maintained, down-valley migration past 
. . 

the clay plugs -would probably occur. A normal downstream shti't 1n the 

upper arm of the bend is the only material movement expected 1n the next · 

ten years. 

Cat Island Bend -- mile 7o6 

63. There are a series of clay plugs lining Cat Island Bend on the 

outside for a distance of about 14,000 ft; the fine-grained sediments 

filling these old channels reach a depth of over 40 ft. That these plugs 

have been effective is sho~ by the fact that there im.s but 700 ft or· 

migration in the center of the bend between 18~0 and 1918 when bank pro

tection im.s installed (see section c-c•, plate 5). The points of bank 

attack in this bend have shifted greatly in the past because islands have 

developed and stream flow has been divided; chutes hav~ been common. 

Some migration has occurred during the past year at the upper end of 

Norfolk revetment. This may ;possibly be caused by a slight change in 

alignment resulting from the do'Wil.stream extension of Cow Island Bend re

vetment 1n 1946. Maintenance should be continued to prevent possible 

flanking. 'rhe southern end of Norfolk revetment is anchored 1n a clay 

plug which should materially assist in preventing flanking. The southern 

end of Star Landing revetment (constructed in 1941) gives parti~l protec-

tion to an area of sand.y sediments at the downstream end of Cat Island 

·Bend. The thalweg at present swings across to the opposite bank and this 

revetment is not under direct attack. However, if the Norfolk revetment 
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is not maintained, Star Landing revetment may be flanked as the thalweg 

shif'ts·dovnstream, and bank recession vill endanger the nearby-levee sys-
..... 

tem. While floodwaters may be directed through the chute vest of Cat 

Island Towhead, it is believed that the main flov 'Will continue to :follow · 

the channel. With adequate revetment maintenance very little chang~ in 

the bank aligrupent is expected to take place. 

Porter lake revetment area -- mile 700 

64. From 1881 to 1904 recession of about 45 ft per year occurred 

in the clay plugs filling the arms of the abandoned Porter Lake. meand.er 

loop. In 1911 the Porter La.ke revetment was built with its upper end on 

the clay plug filling the do'WllStream arm of tpe loop. Minor oscillations 

of the channel have been noted in the past between Star Landing and Porter 

Lake. In recent years the channel has gradually been swinging to .the 

southeast and at the present time the upper end of Porter Lake revetment 

is ina.cttve. The thalweg swings to the west around a bar between miles 

700 and. 698 bringing the lower end of the revetment under attack; this 

necessitated a downstream extension in 1947. This area is expected to 

remain relatively stable. · 

Reach between Porter lake and Council Lake -- miles 700-693 

65. In 1915 Polk I.anding revetment (5000 ft) was constructed. By 

1929 extensions bringing the total length up to 12,000 ft had been in

stalled. Probably as a result of change ·in river current directive this 

revetment is now blanketed by bar deposits. Very little variation is 

anticipated in the upper portion .of the reach area. A gradual downstream 

migration will probably occur in the sandy point bar sediments in the 



lower portion directly upstream from Councii lake 13end • 

... , .•.. 
Bend below Council lake -- r.liles 687-693 . 

66. From 1880 to 1946, there_ was an average westward migration of 

less than 15 ft per year in the bend at mile 691. This channel sh1ft1Lg 

'was within the mass of two clay plugs, the uppermost of which ·was thicker 

and had a more definite retarding effect upon the westward "n:ove~en~ of-

the bend as well as a control over river alignment. This plug fills the 

lower arm of the Council I.a.kc meander loop which was abandoned by the 

Commerce Cut-off in 1874. Section D-D', plate 5, drawn directly south 

of the lower clay plug, shows the deepening of the channel and narrowing 

of its cross section which a~co:il>a:r:ied westward movement of the channel 

against the clay plug. 

67. Following 1946, bank rEcession became excessive in the bend 

area at the lower clay plug probably as a result of some upstrea.'ll. change 

in aiignment and has nec~ssitated a setback of the levee. The attack has 

been gradual~y shifting downstream_away from the plug filling the old 

Coun~il Lake meander, into the sandier sediments directly downstream. A 

distinct indentation between the clay plugs has resulted from attack in 

these secJ.im(.,nts. The thick clays fillill6 the old channel position at 

n:ile 690 (lower clay plug) have resisted. l1ank attn.ck and now form a "hard 

po:Tnt" with a p:conoun.:.-ed narrowing of the channel opposite. It is not 

•1ntidpated thct tl1e n!:W levee setback will be endangered; the clay plug 

c::.1oulJ. retard westward m1gr3.t1on of the channel sufficiently to pen:iit 

nor..-::J.l dow:nstrearl! shifting cf the bendway to gradually direct the attack 

uw!ly i"rom the critical area. A muterial rovement to the southwe~t of the 
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lov~r arm of the bendw.y- into relatively cohesionless point bar deposits 

will probably oc~ur in the future. 

Mhoon Bend -- mile 684 

68. Two clay plugs on the east bank of Mhoon Bend have been effec

tive in slowing down the eastward migration of the bend between 188o and 

1931 (see section E-E', plate 5). In 1932 Mhoon Bend revetment was con

nected to the upper clay plug extending nearly to the down.stream plug. 

The revetment is still active in retarding down-valley shifting of the 

river. At intervals during the past, islands have formed which have kept 

the river rel.B.tively wide at this bendway. Islands may continue to form 

but no appreciable changes in the east bankline at the center of the bend . 

should occur within the next ten years if the revetment is maintained. 

69. Eank recession in the lower end of Mhoon Bend, below the clay 

plugs, has taken place at a greatly accelerated rate ·since 1941. This 

excessive channel shifting was probably due to two factors: (1) the nor

mal downstream shift of a bend; and (2) the opening of.Hardin Cut-off in 

1942 Which greatly increased the velocity and locally changed the riTer 

alignment. This migration probably will continue to some degree within 

the next ten years as the secliments comprising this bank are easily 

eroded. This migr~tion will not become critical as no levee system will 

be endangered. 

Walnut Bend _.,;. · mile 68o 

70. A clay plug (opposite mile 678) on the west bank of the upper 

portion of Walnut Bend has acted as a pivot point for channel shifting 

since 1904. There was but 1300 ft of recession in the clay plug while 
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during the same period there was about 5000 ft of bank recession in the 

· sandy sediments one mile to the south of the plug. A revetment was con

structed in Walnut Bend between 1907 and 19ll and was located upstream 

from the clay plug. The upper end of this structure was buried inland by 

1930 and the lower end was destroyed during the downstream migration of 

the bend. After the opening of the Ro.rdin Cut-off in 1942, the alignment 

of the river changed and the west bank in Walnut Bend retreated at a rate 

of about 400 ft per year. Local levee set-backs were made and a new re

vetment, extending from mile 680-677, was constructed. The construction 

of this revetment ha~ted the rapid migration of the river and no appreci- . 

able movement of the bankline other than normal downstream shifting in 

the upper end is anticipated for the next ten years. 

Reach between upper end of Hardin Cut-off · 
and Pra:lrie Point Towhead -- mile 677 to mile 666 

71. There are three clay plugs on the west bank which apparently 

have acted as effective barriers to westward migration of the channel in · 

this reach, one of which is shown on section. F-F' 1 plate 5. The ·change 

in alignment apparently due to Hardin cut-off 1 caused the po~t of bank 

attack to shift from the first clay plug (mile 674) to the second (mile 

672). It is believed that this plug (mile 672) together with the plug at 

mile 668, will continue to maintain channel alignment. Below the lower 

plug considerable downstream shift of the bankline is expected. 

Bend above Helena -- "mile 664 

72. Upstream extensions of the Trotter Landing revetment prevented 

flanking of the structure during the period of eastward shifting of the 

• 
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. . 
bend. There is an island within the bend. which bas divided the river flov 

since 1820 •. :Bank attack, as a result, has never been e~cess_ive be~ause 
... ··. . ~ . · .. 

there has tt:en a shifting of the pri.llcipa.l. current from the co1ll'se ~ound 

the islE.n:l to the chute. Two minor clay plugs on the east bank probably 

assisted in strengthening the revetments and giving them longer and more 

stable life. The recenily cons_tructed_ oouthern extension of the .Trotter 

Landing revetment should maintain the directive against the Helena revet-

ment, should prevent an otherwise rapid normal down~valley shift of the 

lower arm of the bend in sandy sediments, and. will assist in maintain~ 

the relatively straig.~t Helena .reach. It will be noted that some down-

valley shift of the central portion and upper arm of the bend is expected.. 

Halena -- mile 659 

73. The channel since 1880 has impinged against the 90-ft-thick 

clay plug at the Helena front (i:ce section G-G', plate 6). The Helena 

revetment was built upon the plug in 1885. ~his area is extremely resist

ant to bar.k attack and is one of the very resistant "hard points" along 

the river. 

Helena reach -- miles 659-653 

74. Within this reach s.3ver~l clay plugs have acted as retarding 

. factors to the westward migratfon of tbe river. Ur.less ~..;he flow of the 

river :!s maintained against the revetment and clay plug at Helena front, 

an increased amount of erosion must be expected in the sundy sediments 

immediately below. The present benkline is only 1300 :f't fl-om the levee 

system and should the river succeerl in flanking the do~mst.rc>am ·end. of the 

revetment, this syste.lll would become en6.angered. !!owever, on the basis of 
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the present outlook the bankline or the reach for the next ten years is 

expected to continue with fev irregul.arities. ; :... .. .. 

Montez~ Bend -- mile 652 
. . 

75. Since 1820 the channel has been coni'ined between clay plugs on 

op:posite banks of the river at mile 653. Montezulna. Bend. at m·il~· 652 16· 

at present slowly enlarging eastward into the plug forming tlie·fllTihg or-

the upper arm of the old V.oon lake abandoned meander. There was a slow 

southeastward shifting of the channel during bend development until 1915 

when the Delta revetment was constncr.ted. Bend migration continued and 

as the result of a tendency toward flanking the lower end of the revetment, 

downstream extensions were made in lJ45 and 1946. ·under present con-

ditions of ·migration, the bend will :probably c·ontinue to shift do-wnstream 

and the lower end of the present re.vetment uill probably be flanked by 

1957, thus requiring fui·ther revetm8nt extension or levee setback. 

Friar Point reach area -- miles 64?-644 

76. The Friar Point revetment was constructed in 1922. Ten years 

later the thalweg had shifted to tile opposite bank and tl:e revetment be-

came inactive. This shifting caused the point of attack to become cen

tered on the west bank at about mile 6~7.5 just below o. thick clay :Plug. 

Continued westward migration end.angered. the :mainline levee and Westover 
. . 

re-.retrr.ent was recently constructei from mile 648 to mile 646.5. With 

:maintenance of the latter revetm.3nt little change is :::xpected in this 

rec.ch except for some down-valley migration l:elow the: clay plug at mile 
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Old Town Bend ..;_ miles 644-637 

77; The upper arm of this bend is expected to ~ergo normal down

valley shift into point bar sediments. The upper end of Old Town revet-
. . . 

ment 'WB.S built On a thick clay plug at mile 641. 7 1 Which long retarded 

earlier channel migration. The lower end of this revetment has been . 

subjected to repeated attack of the river as the channel shifted down-

valley. Destruction of a portion of the do'W?lBtream end in 1947 exposed 

the sandy area between the clay plug at mile 641. 7 and that at mile 639, 

and bank recession became very rapid. 

78. The wide clay plug at mile 639 has been effective in controlling 

channel migration and since 1880 there has been an average of less thiln. 30 

:ft per year of bank recession in this plug. Due to changes in river 

alignment a gradual shift eastward :from the plug took place. However, the 

recent do'Wllstream shift of the bend into the sandier sediments has again 

brought the river against this plug. A dawnstream extension (7000 ft) of 

the revetment w.s installed during the latter part of 1948, and this re

vetment extension, being anchored on the clay plug, should halt :further 

bank recession; however, some normal do'Wll•valley shift is expected immedi-

ately below the plug. 

Island No. 63 Bend -- mfles'637-632 

79. Island No. 63 which acts as the·concave bank in this bend is 

composed or sediments o:f:f ering very little resistance to bank recession. 

With.the change in alignment upstream it· is believed th.at further reces

sion will occur within this bend. At the southern end and in the central 

portion of the bend, clay plugs have in the past limited recession of the 
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left·-bank. Ey chu~e cut-of'f' the river has pulled away from the upper end 

of' these clay plugs; however, the lc;>wer one should retard 'bB.nk retreat., 

The migration of' this bend should not become critical as chuting has been 
. . 

a regular occurrence in the past and the levees are far removed from the 

present bank. Some do'W?l-valley migration of' the left bank vill continue. 

Bobson Towhead Bend -- miles 632-628 

80. There has been an acceleration of bank retreat in this area 

presumably as a result of the. Jackson and Sunflower Cut-offs which probably 

caused changes in river alignment and increased velocities. The left bank 

between miles 630 and 633 moved do'Wil-valley approximately 1000 ft between 

1941 and 1946. This area was remote from any levees, therefore, no 

critical condition "Was created. A material amount of' bank recession is 

expected to continue in this area. 

81. Fair Landing revetment was erected on the west bank in 1928 and 

later extensions were made upstream; however, by 1940 the upper half had 

been destroyed and by 1948 the entire revetment was gone. ?formal do'W?l-

stream shifting of the bend bas largely by-passed the thick clay plug 1n 

the upper portion of' the bend and bank recession has been rapid 1n the 
. . 

shallower clay plugs and sandy sediments to the south. Ten thousand feet 

of' the 'b8.nk "Was revetted during November and December 1948. This revet-

ment should halt migration thus relieving the threat to the levee which 

at present is only about 1000 ft from the river at its nearest point. 

·With maintenance of the revetment no further movement is expected. 

Jackson-Sunflower Cut-offs-- miles 627-620 

82. Since the opening of Jackson and Sunflower Cut-offs the river 



has concentrated its attack on_ first one bank and. then the other. In the 

east bank, just above the entrance to· Jackson Cut-off, there _is an ·old 
. ; ... ~·· •. . ' . . 

cnannel with ~lays to depths of over 40 ft. This plug shOuld ·materially 

retird the indicated tend~ncy toward east"Ward migration of the river. 

Below· this clay plug the river is :free to move 1n sandy materials.· The 

major recession vill ba ontha east bank; however~ no levees are within 

this area and no critical conditions should arise. 

Jsland no. 67 :Eend miles 620-614 

83. Fron tl:e lower end of Sunflower Cut-off to !Ll10wlton revetment, 

t1·.e:i.·e will be considerable down-valley shift of the left bank. This re-

ce~Gion apart from possible effects on downstream riv~r alignment will 

c:i.u~~·3 r..o critical situations to arise. The Knowlto11 revetn:ent ~m.s placed 

in J.~}::;J with the upper 1500 ft of its length in contact with a -clay :plug 

(:n:!.lc: 615,3) which has served. as a retarding influence to vest·ward channel 

:!licratiou since 1765. The lower half of the revetment built on point bar 

sar:.J.r;, ·wa.3 de3troyed a,3 the bend shifted. do-rmstream and by 19~ 8 the 3000 

ft left i~ place ·was in poor condition. It is anticipated that consider-. . 

al•l.:;; ·wcst·ws.rd n:o\·ement will ·take rJlar:e .in t:he loose sands in the lower 

loi··tion cf ~rug R::;.rris To-vfnet .. d 1lil'it;1!at.:ly above tho clay plug. The clay 

:p:ng ru.~ 'i revt:.t:r.ie1~t should ret:.-r:i !••igruti~·u; ho"Wever, there is the possi-

"cil ity tlia~ the levee may be cnC.a.ne;cn:i. 

~7-!Q3£L,'..i'owhead Bend -- mile 610 

31t-. Since 1880 there has been .1ert,,~tic ceYelcp.1.•1ent of chute chan-

n<ils \1ast of' Cessions Towl-:ead. With t.~:e c.1:\·-;. lo~'1::0nt oz the sharp bend 

during the past sev~al yeari;;, it is prob;i'bJ.-3 ~-hat !-,he present chute 
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cbamiel Yill remain. From 1941 to 1944 the rect:3sion between miles 610 

and. 611 in the bend north of_ Cessions I.anding became so excessive that 1.t 

necessitated-a_levee setback and the construction of a revetment 1n 1944. 

Prior to the construction of the revetment 1 migration bad been controlled 

to some degree by a thick clay plug on the east bank at mile 6o9. 6. · This 

plug locally retarded bank reees-s-1-en- so- that-~ sharp- bend-delreloped· dh 

rectly upstream 1n sandy sediments. A do'Wilstream extension of the 

Cessions revetment, of 2750 ft, constructed 1n October 1948, Was anchored 

to the thick clay plug, mile 608.8. The latter has been very·effective 

in retardirig eastward migration of the river (see section I-I•, plate 6). 

This clay plug, which bas acted as a "bard point" for the past few years, 

should continue to limit recession of the east bank. As a result of the 

downstream extension of the revetment no major change in bank alignment 

in the lower portion of the bend is anticipated; however, some possi

bility of a chute cut-off exists. There is expected to be a material 

shift down-valley of the upstream arm of the bend. 

Island No. 69 to Concordia Bend -- miles 6o8-6oO 

85. Since 1881, there has been a slow constant southward shift in 
I 

the bend at mile 606, avel'aging 80 ft per year. Due to the nearness of 

the levee system in this area a 10,500-ft revetment (Dennis Landing) was 

constructed in October 1947. The 1200-ft downstream. extension to the re

vetment, vhich was placed in November 1948; should prevent flanking of 

the revetment in the sandy sediments immediately do'W?lstream. The upper 

end of the revetment is anchored 1n the thicker portion of e clay plug at 

mile 605.9 (see section J-J1 ). There is the possibility of flb.llking 
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occurring in the thinner portions of the plug directly upstream from the 
'. 

revetment as well as recession further upstream in sandy point bar sedi-

ments. If' the flanking becomes. excessive it nay necessitate an upstream_ 
•.·· 

extension of the revetment. Dmmstream from the revetment a moderate 

amount of recession will continue to take place.· . · .. •,. 

86. At Henrico- (mile 600} the gentJ.a southerJ.x bend of the chann~l _ 

continues in a southwesterly direction. The bend thus formed is buttressed 

by a series of shallow clay plugs (see section K-K', plate 6). The re-

cession of the right bank of the berid has been relatively slow but due to 

the nearness of the levee system a 6900-ft revetment was constructed in 

November and December 1947. This revetment together with the.9QO-ft down-

stream and 300-ft upstream extensions constructed in October and November 

1948 should effectively stop this migration. No major movement is antici-

pated by 1957. 

Concordia Bend -- mile 598 
-

87. The wide and thick clay plug at the center of Concordia Bend 

has retarded the southward migration of the bend sillce 188o. This plug 

is considered to be a definite hara point, consequently no appreciable 

migration is expected into the plug, However, bank at.tack is now largely 

directed at the sandy point bar deposits do'WllBtream from the plug and 

recession has been increasing rapidly, especially during the past ye~r.· 

The recent (1948) sudden acceleration in barik recession may have been 

part.ially caused by the effect of the two revetments (Henrico and Dennis 

landing) upstream from the bend on the direction of attack of the current. 

It is probable that bank recession downstream from the plug will decrease 

•• < 
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somewhat in the· next few years but will still remain high. As the main-

line levees are not end.angered the condition will not become critical~ · · 

Scrubgrass Bend -- mile 593 

88. Scrubgrass Bend has been shifting downstream and westward since 

1820. This down-valley shifting has been fairly rapid as the.materials 

comprising the bank in this area are sandy braided st~eam deposits over

lain by a thin blanket of backswamp clays. These sediments being easily 

eroded have not hindered stream migration. The clay plug on the right 

bank to the south of the bend (near mile 591) apparently is not large 

enough nor thick enough to have materially retarded bank recession; how-

·ever, it probably caused the flattening of the bend in that area. Migra-. . 
tion has taken place at an average of 500 ft per year for a t~n-year 

period previous to 1947. Following 1947, however, a very marked increase 

in bank recession occurred. At its point of greatest recession the bank-

line had retreated over 2000 ft in about one year. This corresponds to 

the similar increase at Concordia Bend and probably indicates that the 

effects of sharp increases in bank caving are translated downstream for 

some distances. The predicted line for 1957 shows continued migration of 

the river in a southwestward and southerly direction. The amount of re-

cession will probably be largely dependent upon conditions which develop 

upstream at Concordia Bend. It is possible that interception of the White 

River will occur, resulting in the latter entering the Mississippi River 

about 6 miles upstream from its present point of entrance. 

Victoria Bend -- mile 587 
89. There has been a gentle southeastward migration of Victoria 
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Bend at the average rate of 100 ft per year between 1880 and 1947. During 

1947, howeverr 500 ft of recession (mostly eastward) occurred in the bend 

probably due to the change in directive of flow induced by the rapid re

cession upstream of Scrubgrass :Bend. This shifting has been largely in 

sandy materials. Some retarding effect is·noticeable due to the minor 

clay plug in the east. bank at. mile 586._4._ It is believed that chaDnel 

migration has not been as excessive within this bend as at Scrubgrass and 

Concordia Bends because of its broad open shape. No critical conditions 

are expected in this bend by 1957; however, material migration of the 

east bank will continue and may increase if attack becomes more direct as 

a. result of changes upstream in Scrubgrass Bend. 

Mile 585 to mile 580 

90. At mile 585 on the east bank, there is a thick clay plug which 

has been receding at an average rate of 65 ft per year as a result of 

river erosion. Migration to the east at this point will continue to be 

minor as the fine-grained sediments reach a depth of over 80 ft in the 

clay plug. The attack has been shifting downstream and has crossed to 

the west bank in the vicinity of mile 582 where a clay plug of untested 

thickness is encountered. in the bankline. The river prior to 1820 had 

been against this plug; by 1820 it had. moved across against the plug on . 

the east bank. It is believed the plug on the west bank at mile 582 will 

materially retard bank recession. Increased recession was noted in the 

lower portion of this area following 1947; however, it has not been so 

severe as at Scrubgrass and Concordia Bends, which is beca~~e of the 

broad.1 even curvature of the bend.. Considerable recession along the west 
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bank vill continue from the vicinity of the clay plug at mile 582 down 

into Rosedale Bend. No critical areas are antic1Pa.ted in this sector of 

the river.·;··:· ,_ · . • ; · 

Rosedale Bend to mouth of the Arkansas 
River ... ·miles 580-575 

. . 
··.-: 

91. Normal d:mmstreallr shti't1-ng- of Ro~eda-le- Bend- caused the-Biverton 

revetment, constructed in 1919, to become inactive. As downstream. shif't-

' ing of the bend continued the river impinged against a thick clay plug 1n 

the upper arm of the Lake Beulah meander on the east bank at mile 577.5. 

This plug, having over 70 ft of fine-grained sediments, has effectively 

held migration to a minimum. With the do'WllStream shifting of the bend, 

the clay plug has offered less resistance to bend migration and by 1957 
' . 

this plug will probably be completely by-passed. . The sandy sediments 

within this old Lake Beulah meander are much less resistant and migration 

has occurred and will continue at a fairly fast rate. 

92. The confluence of two clay plugs opposite the mouth of the 

Arkansas River has acted as a hard 'point against river attack for ten 

years prior to 1947. The presence of these plugs in Rosedale Bend has 

effected a very definite flattening of the bend. Between 1947 and 1948 

an excessive an:ount of erosion in this plug was caused probably by up- . 

stream changes in alignment as a result of rapid migration.into the Point 

bar deposits between the arms of the. Lake Beulah Bend. The great amount 

of bank retreat here as compared with that in the two bends directly up-

stream is believed to be a result of the very sharp curvature of' Rosedale. 

Bend. Recession at Rosedale Bend has been comparable to that at Scrub-

grass Bend. This eros:f.on will probably decrease somewhat as the thicker 



sections of fine-grained materials 'Within the lover arm of lake Beulah 

meander come into contact vith the river. The fine-grained materials 

·vithin this plug reach a depth of over 70 ft. ~apid bank retreat 'Will 

continue in this bendvay as long as channel migr~tion remains excessive 

in upstream bends. No critical conditions should arise as levees are far 
,,: · .. 

removed from the river. 
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PART VI: SUMMARY 

93. Thie study ha.a shown.that the alluvial materials forming the 

bed ~nd banks of' the Mieeieeippi River were of' primary importance in the: 

·past in influencing the activity of' the river. Clay plugs constituted · 

the major restrictive- ir.ifluenca-s- en- river acilvity,_ ·until the use of' revet

ments in modern times, and have been instrumental in determining the 

history of' the Mississippi. The number of' artificial controls, such as 

revetments, cut~of'f'e, etc., is increasing and their effects on the behav

ior of the river are becoming more and more important. Present artifi

cial controls and those to be constructed increase the difficulty of' 

predicting t~e future activity of the river by adding to the complexities 

of its behavior. 

94. The modern Mississippi River is considered to be a poised 

stream which implies that the volume- of the stream is adjusted to the 

valley slope, to the bed materials· through which it flo~e, and to the 

load which it transports. It can be considered that, with respect to the 

entire length of the river, a delicate balance exists between these 

various factors. During the history of the river, disturbances have 

occurred which have upset this state of balance with subsequent readjust

ments being made to return the river to what might be considered a normal 

condition. The causes of such disturbances ranged from very localized 

conditions, such as sudden changes in the nature of the bank materials, 

to natural cut-offs of meander loops and to major diversions of the river. 

Although no ~jor diversions of the river have been attempted artificially, 

numerous cut-offs o: meander loops have been completed. The outstanding 



effect on the river, other than the shortening of' its co'llrse, is the 

acceleration in stream activity caused by the increased velocity and 

local change in alignment •. Pronounced increases in bank recession were· 

noted following Caulk Cut-off (1937), Jackson and Sunflower Cut-offs 

(1941and1942), and Hardin Cut-off (1942). Although it cannot be 

definitely stated that ra-va-tme-nta- are major causes- of' sudden !nor-eases-

in bank recession it is felt that in some cases their presence has con-

tributed materially to these increases. The very great acceleration in. 

bank recession during the past yea:r in the segment of the river from 

Concordia Bond (mile 598) to Cypress Bend (mile 562) is considered to 

be caused.in part by the installation of revetments upstream from the 

caving areas. 

95. Under normal conditions a gradual shifting in the alignment 

of the river is continually under way. Tho angle of attack upon a 

bank varies with alignment shifting and with river stage, thus tending 

to limit tho timo of major attack against any limited area. Prior to 1947 

a bond was in the initial stages of formation between Cessions Towhead 

and Concordia Bend. It is possible that tho construction in the summer 

of .194 7 of Dennis and Henrico revotmonts, which· hal tod .late.ral migration 

of tho river, stabilized tho alignment of' ·' ::o channel in such a manner 

that continued direct attack is now maintained against a section of bank 

further downstream. The greatly increased bank recession was first noted 

at Concordia Bend immediately below Henrico revetment, and next in order 

at Scrubgrass Bend. The amount of bank caving has not been as marked at 

'Victoria Bend, probably because it is e broad open bend, but has increased 

Sharply again at Rosedale Bend, the southern extent of the present study. 
/ 

c 
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Investigations downstream from'this area show that marked increases .in· 

·~· ... 
bank caving for the 1947-48 period continue as far south as Cypress Bend • . ,· 

It is interesting to note that in the distance from Concordia Bend to 

Cypress Bend no_acti~e-~evetm~nt~ are found. It is quite possible that 

the change.a were translated downstream progressively with no revetments . . 

· to hinder the progress. It is not oelfevea· that- t-h6- revetments- were- ~ha· 

only cause of the increase in bank caving noted above, for it is difflcult 

to visualize so great an amount of recession as occurred in the few montha 

separating the time of construction of the revetments and the 1948 survey 

of the river as being due to the construction of the revetments alone. 

96. Thie ·study has indicated that predictions of futuro river activ-

ity should b~ considered as intelligeht estimates of qualitative nature 

only. It is obviously impossible to ascertain quantitatively where tho 

river will be ten years hence, largely because of the varioty of unforeseen 

influences and changes that can occur in the meantime. Future artificinl 

controls as well as new soils or hydrographic data must be t~ken into 

consideration as they occur or become known, and predictions altered 

accordingly. Full knowledge of the many factors mentioned in this report, 

particularly the effects of resistant clay plugs and easily eroded sands. 

on river activity are believe·d essential to the engineer in planning, 

locating, and designing future works along the ri~er and in better unde~-

standing the behavior of the river. Full use of such knowled~e, together 

with additional information to be gained from continued field investigations 

and experimental work, should permit in the future increased accuracy and 

dependability in prediction of river activity·. 
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.c:re ,, lblT .1 lc\'c:; ~-' lt~; G~mcls and clayey siltG overlying point bltr deposits. View :Hong right bLkri.k ut 
lower end of .fockoon C1.t-01'f, :nllc 622.') A.H.P. Noto slouc.;11lni:; of mmdy po.int h1r rr:atcr'.ul. 



FiQlre ,. Large slump block developed in fine-grained deposits filling abandoned Sw'ale position. 
Right bank, mile 647 .5 A.H.P., near Westover, /u·k. 




